training spray system
T he susta ina ble a lter nati v e

NO MORE DISPOSABLE CANISTERS
Disposable canisters have been used up to now to train with pepper spray. This does have a few
drawbacks since these canisters do represent a significant burden on the environment and they
do not fit in within a policy that focuses on sustainability. Moreover, you, as the customer, are
dependent on delivery times. AUTRON can now offer a solution through the introduction of its
Pepperino due to its innovative use of existing and proven technology. A sound alternative for the
disposable canister because this new system will allow you to easily refill pepper spray training
canisters after use. The Pepperino is a cost-saving, environmentally-friendly and sustainable
product with which you will no longer be dependent on delivery times.

Before Autron developed the Pepperino, it carried
out research amongst user groups. The results of the
research, the applicable environmental requirements and
the most recent technological possibilities form the basis
for the Pepperino. This new product of Autron provides
the highest level of flexibility, safety and certainty for
the user and the lowest costs for the budget holder.

CLEAN REFILL FOR SAFETY AND CERTAINTY
The system always provides the same quantity of purified water and compressed air through a unique
connection (nipple) in the training canister. It goes without saying that the training canisters completely
meet training criteria with regard to directional behaviour and scope. The use of Pepperino training spray
is also completely safe and the Clean refill does not contain any alcohol.

SUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGY FOR PERFECT QUALITY
The innovative Pepperino has a unique valve-nipple combination and an extremely smart filling regulator.
Two parallel filling openings ensure short filling times. The system is housed in a compact and easily portable
housing.

PEPPERINO, THE SOUND AND RELIABLE REFILL SYSTEM
SAFE AND SUSTAINABLE

Efficient

EASY

Clean refill of pure water without alcohol

No investments

The Pepperino is easy to operate

Clean refill is absolutely legionella-free

You only pay for each refill

	The system can be flexibly deployed in

No burden on the environment

Cost-savings due to refilling

multiple rooms

Reliable and sustainable technology

Proper training is the key for success
It is therefore essential for training to take place
in facilities which maximize the training potential
and stimulate the simulation process.
You will always have sufficient Clean refill with
the Pepperino.

The unique Pepperino filling nipple.
One press of the button is sufficient to refill.

IT HAS PROVEN ITS WORTH IN PRACTICE
The Pepperino has been extensively tested in practice and has more than proven its worth.
The system is the solution for every pepper spray training course where safety, the environment and cost-savings are concerned. Contact us today if you wish to find out more about
the Pepperino and the use of the system at your training centre.

Autron B.V.
De Huchtstraat 43 1327 EC ALMERE Netherlands
tel: +31 (0)36 - 535 92 30 fax: +31 (0)36 - 535 92 39
info@autron.nl www.autron.nl

TECHNICAL DATA
Filling nipple:
Training canister
filling time:
Electrical connection:
Dimensions:
Weight:

2 items in parallel
20 seconds
220 V AC 0,25 kW / 1,67A
lxhxw 800 x 935 x 414 mm
75 kg

